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	IronRuby Unleashed, 9780672330780 (0672330784), Sams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly integrates with .NET objects and leverages .NET’s full capabilities. Now, in IronRuby Unleashed, one of IronRuby’s most respected early adopters demonstrates how to write outstanding production software with the brand new IronRuby 1.0.

 

Writing for both Ruby and .NET developers, Shay Friedman covers every facet of IronRuby programming. Friedman begins by explaining how IronRuby leverages the new Dynamic Language Runtime (DLR) libraries to run atop the .NET Framework and access its resources. Next, he presents an in-depth IronRuby tutorial that ranges from basic syntax and object-oriented programming techniques through advanced concepts. Building on this foundation, you’ll learn how to make the most of a broad spectrum of .NET platform features.

 

IronRuby Unleashed thoroughly illuminates the use of IronRuby and .NET with today’s most powerful frameworks and technologies, including WPF, ASP.NET MVC, Ruby on Rails, and Silverlight. You’ll also find detailed coverage of unit testing, as well as cutting-edge techniques for extending IronRuby with C# or VB.NET.

 

Detailed information on how to...

	Install IronRuby and choose the right development environment for your needs
	Master IronRuby syntax, methods, blocks, classes, modules, libraries, and more
	Write code that takes advantage of IronRuby’s dynamic and metaprogramming features
	Utilize .NET services and frameworks to write more powerful Ruby code than ever before
	Incorporate efficient data access into your IronRuby applications
	Use IronRuby to build Windows software with both WinForms and WPF
	Rapidly build high-quality Web applications with IronRuby and Ruby on Rails
	Create rich Web 2.0 applications with IronRuby and Microsoft Silverlight
	Test .NET code with Ruby’s leading unit testing frameworks
	Run IronRuby code from other .NET code, and create .NET code libraries that fit well with IronRuby code
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Microsoft XNA Framework Edition: Programming Windows Phone 7Microsoft Press, 2010

	This book is a gift from the Windows Phone 7 team at Microsoft to the programming  community, and I am proud to have been a part of it. Within the pages that follow, I showyou the basics of writing applications for Windows Phone 7 using the C# programming language with the Silverlight and XNA 2D frameworks.
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Force Microscopy: Applications in Biology and MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A complete examination of the uses of the atomic force microscope in biology and medicine
    

    This cutting-edge text, written by a team of leading experts, is the first detailed examination of the latest, most powerful scanning probe microscope, the atomic force microscope (AFM). Using the AFM, in combination with...


		

Fundamentals of High-Frequency CMOS Analog Integrated CircuitsCambridge University Press, 2009

	With a design-centric approach, this textbook bridges the gap between fundamental analog electronic circuit textbooks and more advanced RF IC design texts. The major issues that must be taken into account when combining analog and digital circuit building blocks are covered, together with the key criteria and parameters that are used to...





	

Creative Innovative Firms from Japan: A Benchmark Inquiry into Firms from Three Rival NationsSpringer, 2019

	This book discusses the ways in which characteristics of innovative firms and innovative talents with core competence in Japanese, Korean, German, and American contexts are developed and nurtured, and compares innovative firms with a long history of business operations from these four countries.
	
		Firstly, the book examines...



		

Death before Birth: Fetal Health and Mortality in Historical PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2009

	Considering its importance, the history of fetal health and mortality remains a neglected area. Medical historians have tended to focus on maternal mortality and professional conflicts between midwives rather than on the unborn, while among the social scientists demographers and epidemiologists have until recently devoted most of their...


		

In Pursuit of the Gene: From Darwin to DNAHarvard University Press, 2008
The mystery of inheritance has captivated thinkers since antiquity, and the unlocking of this mystery—the development of classical genetics—is one of humanity’s greatest achievements. This great scientific and human drama is the story told fully and for the first time in this book.

Acclaimed science writer James...
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